


Nutrition 101: 
Abs are Made in the Kitchen 

Exercise is extremely important to living a healthy life. The truth 

is, you’re not going to bring out your muscles and 

definition unless you have the right diet to compliment 

your exercise program. This e-book will start you on your 

journey to help make the best choices possible and get lean. 

• Learn how to bring out muscle definition with the Dirigo eating 
method

• Discover the simplest way to lose weight, while retaining  muscle

• Find new and delicious ways to flavor your food with body-friendly 
spices

• Lower your body fat with a few simple diet changes

• Eat nutritious and tasty foods that leave you feeling fuller for longer

• Learn why fad diets don't set you up for success 

You train hard in the gym. You do cardio whenever and wherever you 

can. You stretch to improve your flexibility. However, all of your hard 

work building your dream body will go to waste if you have poor eating 

habits. 

Ever heard the phrase ‘abs are made in the kitchen’? What this means is 

that you can lift weights and do cardio five times a week, but unless your 

nutrition is on par, you won’t lose fat and your sculpted six-pack won’t 

show through. 

Nutrition can be defined as "the process of providing your body with the 

food and liquids necessary for health and growth". Unlike dieting, which 

is often associated with restricting calories, short term weight loss and 

miserable hunger, proper nutrition is a long term solution to reducing 

your body fat and increasing energy all while remaining healthy and strong. 

Throughout this e-book you will gain insight on some of the professional 

advice we give to our clients in order to achieve the best results possible. 

Drawing on the latest research and our years of experience, you will learn 

how to shed fat and revitalize your health simply by changing the foods 

you eat. 



Dieting vs Clean Eating 
When it comes to achieving your ideal figure, it is 

tempting to think that the solution is to go on a diet. 

Whether it is Atkins, Clean 9, Whole 30, cabbage 

soup or baby food – all of these diets involve very 

strict restrictions on what you can eat, as well as a 

massive cut in calories. While you will lose weight with 

these diets, you’re likely to experience a number of 

issues, such as mood swings, extreme hunger, 

disrupted sleep, and low energy as a result. The most 

damaging effect, however, is associating healthy eating 

with deprivation or even pain thus making sticking to 

the diet impossible.  Rather than going on a diet, make 

it your mission to make choices that support your 

goals in both the short term and long term. 

What this looks like is following a nutrition plan which 

is both healthy and filling, and that allows you to 

reduce fat and enrich your body with essential 

vitamins and minerals at the same time. Whereas 

dieting involves removing certain foods entirely,  clean 

eating  is about replacing sugary, fatty, high-glycemic 

foods with something far more nourishing.

Dieting can be complicated, particularly when you have 
to read food labels and spend time calculating points or 
calories but eating clean means NO calorie counting and 
you can eat simple yet delicious meals every day and 
beyond. 

Sounds too good to be true? Read on to find out how 

eating clean really works… 

Counting Calories is Flawed 
Most people who count calories for weight loss or 

weight management assume it’s an exact science. It is 

not. Here, we outline 5 reasons calorie counting (i.e. 

logging your food to calculate intake) is fundamentally 

flawed. 

Make no mistake, the principles of energy balance work: 

take in more calories than energy expended and you 

will gain weight. The reverse is also true. However, 

counting calories as a way to try to know and control 

your energy intake is fundamentally and sometimes 

hopelessly, flawed.

For starters, you can’t really trust that the calorie (and 

macronutrient) numbers you see on food packages are accurate. You 

see, the way they’re calculated — if they’re calculated at all — is 

surprisingly imprecise. Even if food package numbers were precise, 

once the food is cooked, or chopped, or blended, the amount of 

energy available for digestion and absorption changes.

Then you must take into account what happens to that food once it 

enters your body…

In the end, even something that seems as simple as knowing how 

many calories you’re taking in (and absorbing) can be influenced by 

dozens of unexpected factors. Okay, we know all of this is going to 

blow some minds, especially with the current fascination around 

calorie tracker websites and apps. Keep reading, it's well worth it.



Start thinking about your nutrition in terms of how 

your plate looks. The Dirigo Nutrition programs gauge 

food portions differently. No carrying around food 

scales and measuring cups. No calculators or smart 

phones. All you need is the ability to count to two and 

your own hand.

Here's How it Works:

Your palm determines your protein portions.

Your fist determines your veggie portions.

Your cupped hand determines your carb portions.

Your thumb determines your fat portions

For MEN:
2 palms of protein dense foods with each meal
2 fists of vegetables with each meal
2 cupped hands of carb dense foods with most meals
2 entire thumbs of fat dense foods with most meals

For WOMEN:
1 palm of protein dense foods with each meal;
1 fist of vegetables with each meal
1 cupped hand of carb dense foods with most meals
1 entire thumb of fat dense foods with most meals

Of course, just like any other form of nutrition planning — including calorie counting – this serves as a starting 
point. You can’t know exactly how your body will respond in advance.  So stay flexible and adjust your portions 
based on your hunger, fullness, and other important goals.

For example: if you’re trying to gain weight, and you’re having trouble gaining, you might add another cupped 
palm of carbohydrates or another thumb of fats.  Likewise, if you’re trying to lose weight but seem to have 
stalled out, you might eliminate a cupped palm of carbohydrates or a thumb of fats at particular meals.



Four Square Meals Theory 
So you know the types of food that will help you to 

eat clean, but when should you eat those throughout 

the day? Although we’ve had it drummed into us from a 

young age that we should eat three square meals a day, 

there is some evidence to suggest that four small meals 

a day is more beneficial for losing fat and gaining 

muscle. According to the Medical Research Council’s 

Human Nutrition unit, eating four meals a day is more 

beneficial for losing fat.

This method allows for your digestive system to work 

more efficiently throughout the day, stabilizing both 

your blood sugar and energy levels.

We now have four meals a day to fill with lots of 

different foods! A good way to split your carbs, 

proteins, fats, and vegetables looks something like 

this: 

Meal 

Breakfast: 

Post Workout: 

Lunch: 

Mid-Afternoon  

Workout: Dinner: 

Macros 

Carbs/Protein 

Carbs/Protein 

Protein/Fats/Vegetables 

Carbs/ProteinVegetables 

Protein/Fats/Vegetables 

Meal Suggestion

Oatmeal and scrambled eggs

Protein shake with blueberries 

Chicken, avocado and spinach 

Brown rice, turkey and broccoli  

Steak with eggs and asparagus 

The meal suggestions above are simply just suggestions. Above IS 
NOT a meal plan to be followed. The most important things to 
consider are these two questions. ( See picture above for correct 
answers) 
Does my plate look like its supposed to?

Do my portions match my hand measurements?  

Full Disclosure Time: From early research mentioned above we 
assumed that this would speed up the metabolism, help to control 
the hormones insulin and cortisol, and to help better manage the 
appetite. However, it is important to do what works best for you. 

What this means is that as long as we eat the right foods in the right 
amounts, meal frequency is a matter of personal preference.

You can eat lots of small meals each day (i.e. every few hours). Or 
you can eat a few big meals each day (i.e. with bigger time gaps 
between them).

If you don’t want the hassle o f  a l l  o f  th i s ,  reach out to one of 
our qualified personal trainers and nutritionists who can do it on 
your behalf. They will be able to create a custom nutrition plan for 
you that ensures that you shed fat and tone-up. 



Hail Hydration 
If food is the ab builder, water is the ab maintainer. Staying 

hydrated is key to toning up, as it keeps your body in top 

physical condition, increases your metabolism by up to 30% 

and helps to flush out toxins. By aiming to have 2-3 litres of 

water a day, you will adequately hydrate your body so it 

can perform at its peak. Body water moves from areas of 

high solute concentration to areas of low solute 

concentration (i.e. more dilute) in order to maintain 

equilibrium in all body compartments.

Water provides the medium for the solubility and passage 

of nutrients from the blood to the cells and the return of 

metabolic by-products to the blood. Countless metabolic 

reactions in the human body rely on water as a medium. 

Sensible body water loss (i.e. water loss that we know is 

occurring) occurs daily in the stool (200 mL), urine (500 to 

1500 mL) and sweat. Insensible losses (i.e. those we can’t 

perceive) occur through the skin (500 mL) and respiratory 

track (400 mL).

Spice of Life 
Not sure that eating clean will taste as good as that ready- 

made macaroni and cheese that’s calling you from the 

freezer? Many people fall into the trap of making 

their healthy meals incredibly bland, even though there 

are a wealth of herbs and spices that can help you to 

strip away the fat and make your food taste delicious. 

Cinnamon, for example, helps to control glucose levels 

and slows the rate at which your stomach empties, helping 

you to feel fuller for longer. It is also the ideal sweet heat 

for your morning oats or even add to coffee! 

Cumin also has secret ab-defining powers too. Scientists 

from Shahid Sadoughi University in Iran, performed a study 

which showed that those who ate a teaspoon of cumin a 

day lost more weight and body fat than the control group. 

Better still; the cumin group also experienced greater 

improvements in blood fats and cholesterol levels! 

Cayenne pepper is also a known super-seasoning, with 

the power to curb cravings. The compound capsaicin is 

what gives chili peppers their kick, but it also known to 

increase calorie burn and reduce cravings for fatty and 

sweet foods. Add it to your next chicken stir-fry to add 

some flavor and some additional fat-burning! 



Ripped and Ready 
You’ve discovered that counting calories doesn't work. 

You also learned how to use your hand to measure 

food and what your plate should look like. You 

developed your four-meal nutrition plan, and figured 

out how to make your new clean meals taste amazing. 

Now all you have to do is eat! 

The key thing to remember with eating clean is that you 

have to be patient and CONSISTANT. We all want 

washboard abs in a matter of days, but if you shed fat 

steadily over a few months, you will achieve them in a 

healthy way and be able to maintain them for 

longer.You’ll also avoid the side effects of yo-yo dieting, 

which can cause you to put on more weight than you 

started with! 

If you find your motivation waning and your stomach 

pulling you towards a big plate of pizza and fries, feel 

free to get in touch with our expert team of personal 

trainers and nutritionists by clicking here- 

www.dirigofitness.com. As well as being able to craft 

your personal nutrition plan, they’re also well qualified 

to provide you with the support and encouragement 

you need to keep eating clean, no matter what life 

throws at you. 

www.dirigofitness.com

